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hbstrarct. The degree of ambiguity of a given number system can be effectively computed. We 
show also that all degrees of ambiguity do exist. both as reg:ir& number systems and the set\ 
represented by them. ‘n contrast to language theory, there are inherently unambiguous sets. The 
paper contains also results concerning the possibility of changing the base of a number system. 
1. Introduction 
Recerlt work in the theory of co&c : n3 L codes (see [4]) has led to prcb%xs 
dealing with the representation of positive integers in arbitrary number systems. 
Here *arbitrary’ means that the digits may be larger than the base and that complste- 
ness is not required, i.e., every integer need nt)t have a representation in the system. 
The representation of integers seems to be important in many other contexts. 
Thus, the original motivation is apparently not the only one for studying number 
systems. 
This paper continues the work begun in [2;, where some basic facts about number 
systems were established. Our work deals with bases of number systems, as well as 
with ambiguity and degrees of ambiguity, defined both for number systems and sets 
of numbers representable by them. 
The paper is largely self-contained. Only acquaintance of the fundamental facts 
concerning recognizable sets (see [3]) and gsm-mappings ( ee [S]) is assumed on 
part of the reader. 
2. Definitions and examples 
By a number system we mean a ( ZJ + 1) -tuple N = (n, 112~, . . . , m, ) of positive 
integers such that u - 4,n~2aandl~m,<rnz<*** < n2,. The number n is referred 
to as the base and the numbers mj as the digits of the number system N. 
A nonempty word 
~%p,,_ , . . . mi, m4,, 1 5 ij < 0, (2.1) 
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over the alphabet {m,, . . . , m,} is said to represent th: integer 
[ mi~...m4,]=m,;n”+m,, ;n 
k-l+. . 
l + m,, l II + m,,. (2.2) 
The word (2.1) is then said to be a represenfafiort of the integer (2.2). The set of 
all represented integers is denoted by S(N). A set A of positive integers is called 
represe;ztablc-by a number system, shortly RNS, if there exists a number system N 
such that A == S(N). The set A is called uniquely representable if there exists only 
one such number system. 
An integer n is called a base of an RNS set A if there is a number system with 
the base r~ representing A. 
The degree of ambiguity of a number system is defined as follows: The number 
system N is umbiguous of degree n z2 1, shortly of degree 11, if at least one positive 
integer has II representations and no integer has more than n representations. If 
no such n exists then N is ambiguous of degree w A number system is called 
rrn~rmhiguous (resp., ambiguous ) if its degree of ambiguity is I (resp.. > 1 L 
An RNS set is nrztbiguous of degree 11 3 1, shortly of degree 11, if it is represented 
by a number system having degree PZ and if it is represented by no number system 
having degree HZ < II. Otherwise, it is ambiguous of degree X. An RNS set is termed 
unambiguous if it is represented by an unambiguous number system. Otherwise it 
is termed inherently ambiguous. An RNS set termed inherently ambiguous of degwe 
11, if it is represented by a number system having degree u and if it is represented 
by no number system having kgree 1~. HZ f II. An RNS set is termed inhcrentl> 
unambiguous if it is inherently ambiguous of degree I. 
Example 2.1. It is easily seen that the number system ( 2, 1) represents an inhcrcntl> 
unambiguous set. More pencrally, it’ s and v m-c positive intqers. A- :b 1. then the 
s,ct S! .y. H is inhermtlv unamhigucws. 
Example 2.2. Let II be a positive integer. Then the set rAl = { kn 1 k c N) is represented 
by the following number systems: (2. II, w ‘ll), (-3, 11. 211, 3ilL (4. 11, 211. 3r1,4rtL. . . . 
These number systems are ~ln~lmhipuous. Thus there exist stats other than f% hGnp 
infinitely rnwl\: unambiguous rtt~~rcst’nt~ltiotls. The set rlN is not, howver. inherently 
unambi~:u~~ws h ause it is alw rtlprescntc‘d by (2, 11. 2ri. 3rz 1. for c\xumplc. 
3. Preparatory results 
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of positive integers is called k-recognizable if there exists a regular language L over 
the alphabet (0, 1, . . . , k - 1) such that A = z+(L). 
The following lemma differs only very slightly from the translation lemma of [2]. 
Lemma 3.1. For eoery mrmber system N = ( )I, ml, . . . , M,) the set S( N ) is n-recogniz- 
able. 
Proof. Denote t = MI,.. When s is an integer and x = u + bn, where 0 c c1< n, denote 
a = fcx) SX! b =g(x). 
. We construct a generalized sequential machine M as follows. The state set of M 
is {q,,. 91. . . . .9,, yF}, where 9,, is tht: initial state and qF is the only final state. The 
input alphabet is {m ,, . . . , m,.. # } and the output alphabet is {I), 1,. . . , H - 1). The 
productions are (we USC the formalism of [S]) 
(1,~F1,~!‘(j+I’FI,)9~,,+,,*,, (i” 1.. . . , C;j=o. 1,. . . .I)+ 
lj, * --, “‘flk (j=O. I,. . . , 0, 
where WV,, is the reverseA rz-ary representation of j. Productions are well defined, 
hecause 
We say that the integers k > 0 and I > 0 are mlrltiplicati~ely dependent if kP = I4 
for 50rnr;: integers p I-> 0, 9 3’ 0. Otherwise k md I are said to be nwi~iplicatiuel~ 
itu~eptmdenl 13-J. 
For a proof of the fAlowing theorem, see [ 11. 
Theorem 3.2 (Cobham). If k cmi 1 we tntcltiplicatiuely independent, then ecery set 
which is bob k- utld l-recognizable is recogtlizable. 
L_tmma 3. I and The )rem 3.2 imply the following result. 
Corollary 3.3. Lut N = ( ti, tti,, . . . . ttl, ) be LZ tumber system. Let tn be the /east 
positiw ititqyr such thtrl ti = tti’ for sotm~ posilice integer t. If S( N) is not recognizabk 
thetr the set S( Iv I tious rmt hare other bases than the nrmbers t?l” t k > 0). 
Example 3.4. By [2. Example 2.3 and Lemma 3.31 the set S( 2. 1,4) = 
{SC Nls+ 2 (mod 3)) has the bases 2 and 3n (tz 3 1 ), It does not have other bases. 
For numbers of the form 3tz + 1 or 31-t 2 (tz 2 1) cannot be bases because, otherwise. 
the n;mhers I + 1 - ( 3 tl t 1) or 3 + 1 - ( %I+ 2) wwld be representable. 
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Example 3.5. Consider the number system N = (2,2,3 4). By [2, Example 2.21, 
S(N) = N\(2k - 31 k 2 2). Because S(N) is not recognizable, :t does not have other 
bases than the numbers 2” ( k 2 1). We shall show that ? ( N) has the base 2” 
whenever lz is a positive integer. 
Denote ZV,, = (2”, q, . . . , m,.), where 
(m,, . l * 3 )?I, } -= {a,, + a, 9 2 + l - * + Oi l 2’ IO 5 i < n, aj E { 2,3,4}}. 
Because 
+ ( b,,, + * - * + hi,,_+, - 2’) . 2”‘. 
WC Ml have 20 show that 2“ - 3 & S( IV,,) whenever k S-C 2. Assume on the contrarv _ 
that. for- some 5 and for some digits co. . . . . cl of IV,!. 
2’-:j = (‘,, + (‘, . 2” + . . . + c-, . y (3.1) 
4. .4 gap theorem . . 
Proof. llZsstlrnc on the contr~rry thin there is an &nlent 2 of S(N) such that 
rtx, i- n, < z (: nxyi- 0,. Here 2 cannot be a digit. Hence, z = rzz, + zl! for an element 
2, of S(N) and a digit z? of N. Because OZ, -t- c1 , s /Ii1 + z2 < ~LxZ+ Q I and HZJ + (1,. 2 
1iZ1 _I + z1 ‘-3 tzs, + (I,., the number 2, is greater than xl and smaller than .Q. Hence, 
:, c 1 I,. x2) (3 St h; ). This contradiction S~WYS that our Iemma is correct. i! 
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Theorem 4.2. Let N=(n, Q,, . . . , a,) be a number system. If the set S(N) has 
arbitrarily long gaps, then S(N) has no bases other than n. 
Proof. Assume on the contrary that there exists a number system N1 = 
(nr, br,. . l , b,,) such that S(N) =S(Nr) and n Z nI. Because S(N) has arbitrarily 
Iong gaps, it is not recognizable. Hence, by Corollary 3.3, there exists a natural 
number m such that II= ms and nl = m’, for some natural numbers  and t. Without 
loss of generality, we assume that s is smaller than t. 
Because the set S(N) has arbitrarily long gaps, there exist elements x1 and ~2 of 
S(N) such that x2- x1 > a,,/( )I - 1) and (x1, x2) n S(N) = 8. Successive applications 
of Lemma 4.1 show that there are no elements of S(N) between rl = 
(m”)‘~ x,+(~#-’ l (I,+*. l +rn”~ a,+~, and r2=(mS)‘* xz+(m~‘)‘~-’ l a,+- l -+ 
lllS l a, +a,. ADenote further rJ J= (m’)‘ l ~~+(nz*)‘-’ l a, +* l l + rd. a, +a,. Because 
rl is sma1k-r than r,. Because 
(In’)‘- 1 ( nz’)3 - : 
Y- - r.3 = 
PC-1 
. QI --- - a, > 0. 
IzIf-1 
rz is smaller than rz. Hence rj E (r,, I-,) and so r3 is not an element of S(N). On the 
other hand, because tiI = b,, r3 is an element of S(N). This contradiction shows our 
theorem to bc correct. D 
Lemma 4.3. Let N =@,a,,. . . , a,.) be a number system. If L: < n, then S(N) has 
arbitrarily long gaps. 
Proof. Choose a natural number s such that H’--’ 5 a,. < tz ‘. For k a 0, a representa- 
tion of a number smaller than ( nk + - l l + II+ 1) - up has at most k + s digits. Hence, 
thxe are at most c‘f uz 3-e l - + vkt ’ r’ ukis-tl integers smaller than 4 nk + - l * + n + 
1) 9 n,. in the set S(N). The lemma is valid, because 
Lemma 1.3 implies tht: following result. 
Corollary 4.4. If I;I wmber system represents n recognizdde set, then u 2 n. 
Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 4.2 imply. further. our next theorem. 
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Theorem 4.5. LetN=(rz,a,,. . . , a,) be a number system such that v < n. Then the 
only base of S( N) is n. 
Theorem 4.5 does not, in general. hold for number systems such that v = M. This 
is seen from Example 2.2. 
There are very many RNS sets which have arbitrarily long gaps and do not satisfy 
the condition v < n. 
rl 
Lemma4.6. Let N=(n,n,,. . . , a,.) be u number system. 1f there exist xl, x2 E S(N) 
such that x2 - sI > a,./< II - 1) ad ( _Y,, x,) n S( N) = (3, then the set S( N) hasarbitruril! 
long gaps. 
Proof. Successive applications of Lemma 3.1 show that ( dx, + 11’ ‘~1,. -t- * l l + IIQ,. + 
N, * A,+ Hh ‘cl, + a . + m, + 11, ) n S(N) = fA whenever k is a natural number. The 
askt’rt ion fo11053 because 
Example 4.7. Consider the number system N = ( 2. 7, S, 9). The sm;tllt\st t’lements 
of .S( N) ;u-t‘ 7. S. 9. 21. 22.. . . . Because the interval (9, 2 I ) satisfies the ctlnditions 
of I_cmm:i 4.k the number 2 is the onlv base of S(N). 
S. On the ambiguity of number systems 
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has at least 2k different representations according to N whenever k is a natural 
number. 
Assume that the degree of N IS 3~. Let z be an integer which has at least 
[logJ m,./rzl, )] + 2 representations. Here [s] stands for the integral part of x. Denote 
the length of the shortest representation by s and the length of the longest representa- 
tion by t. Hence, ~PZ,.( 1 +* 9 9 + II.‘~-‘) b z 2 m,( 1 + l l l + dhl). Consequently, 
This implies that ! s log,,( 01, /IQ + s. Therefore, the possible lengths of representa- 
tions of t are :s, s + 1 . . . . , s+ log,,( m,./m,). Hence. there can be at most 
[log,,( n2,./nl,)]+ 1 representations of different lengths. This implies that z has at 
least two rr’presentations of the same length. E 
Lemma 5.3. Le1 IV = ( u, ml. . . . , 171,. ) be a rwrt~her system. If the degree of N is _finite, 
ir is cU runst I + [log,,( nl,./ 111, I].
Proof. The proof immedi;My follows by Lemma 5.2. 1z: 
In the proof t ;f the following theorem we lse the method of [2, Theorem 6.11. 
Proof. WC decide first M hether or not the degree of N is X. Consider the generalized 
hcquential machine constructed in the proof of Lemma 3.1. Let II be the number 
of hiilte;ts in M. By Lemma 5.2, N has degree x if and only if there exist two words 
of equal length which art’ mapped into Ihe same word by M. Furthermore. such 
words esist if and only if there exist two uords with equal length at most 1~‘. This 
condition is clearly testable. 
’ If the degree of N is IX, we c\re through. Otherwise, the degree of N is at most 
1 t-[log,,( OI,./ t?l, )] by Lemma 5.3. It therefore sufkes to give a method to decide 
whether or not there exist at least k words representing the same integer, whenever 
k is a pjsitivc integer. Fix k. Consider again the generalized seyuential machine M. 
WC claim that there exist at least k wordc having the same translation if and onI> 
if thcrc exist iit Icast k \\cords having the same translatiori such that the length of 
01ic of them i5 at most 11’. This condition is clearly testable. 
TO establish our claim. WC let W, # , . . . , ~1~ # be words mapped into the sme 
\iord by .21 such that the sum of their lengths is a3 small as possible. Let plI, pzi, , . . be 
the states entered by ,%I when reading the word wj letter by letter. If each bi’, IS of 
length) Us, then there are j, and j?. jl <j?, such that (QJ,,, I . . . , p,,k 1 = (p,+ . . . , &, ). 
This means that we can remove from each MJ, every letter between and includi-lg 
the ( ii + 1 )st letter and j,th letter. and th<; resulting words W: + are still mapped 
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into the same word by M. Because no two words wi have the same lengths initially, 
the resulting words are still different from each other. 7 his contradicts the choice 
of the words w,. Hence our claim follows. 0 
6. All degrees of ambiguity do exist 
Fix natural numbers r~ and p so that p > 7~ Denote 
N_(2p,lJ,S ,.... 2n-3.2n-l,An-1,2n-3+(2rt-l)‘2p 
2r~-s+(2,?-3)~2p+(2tz-l)~(2p)~...., 
l-t3 * 2p+s * (2p)2+* * .+(h- 1). (Qy ‘). 
We are going to prove that N has degree 11 and that S(N) is uniquely representable. 
Hence S( N ) is inherently ambiguous of degree 11. 
Lemma 6.1. 7’ho tkgreu of N is rr. 
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Proof. We shall prove the assertion by induction on s. The case s = 0 is trivial. 
Let us assume the assertion 1s true when s s r in (6.1). Let 
@,+a,. 2/l+* l *+a,+, . (2p)‘+‘+(6n- 1) l 2p+* * *+(6n- 1, - Qp)“’ 
=h[,+h, * 2p+. * .+!I,* (2p)‘. (6..2) 
If a,, were equal to b,, in (6.2), then aI +6rz- 1 = b, (mod 2~). This congruence is 
impossible because the left-hand side is even and the right-hand side is odd. Hence, 
a,, f b,,. This means also that (I,, f 2n- 1 and a,, # 6n- 1. 
Den%2 c~-=Zn-2k-1+(2n-2k+l)~2p+~~~+(2n-l)~(2p)k for OSkk 
t1 -- 1. If a,, were equal to cI, for some k, 1 5 k s rl - 1, then by a,, z bo, b,, = 
2rt-2k-1. Hence we would obtain 21~2k+l+a,+hn-l=b, (mod2p). 
However, the least nonnegative residue of the left-hand side belongs to the closed 
interval [6n, 11~1, which is impossible, because the least nonnegative residue of any 
digit of IV does not exceed hn - 1. Hence, a,, = 2n- 2 k - 1 for some k, 1 s k s n - 1. 
By q, f F,,. we have h,, := cli. Thus we obtain 
a, + 6n - 1 = 2n - 2k + 1 + b, (mod 2pL 
This is possible only if h, = 6rt - 1 and (I, = 2rz -2k + 1 (mod 2~). From (6.2) we 
n0w chtaiv7 
Cl\ + CJJ * 2p-f. ’ - f (If*, .(2p)‘+(r~~~-1).3p+~..+(6~2-lj~i2p)r= 
By the inductive hypothesis CI, + cz2 - 2p + - * - + cl,+ , * (2p)r is a digit of IV. Further- 
m Ire. this integer is congruent to 2rr -- 2k + I (mod 2~). Hence, 
hn - I - 2n- 2k+3+hl(mod2p) (ilcaser:4) or 
0~2~--2k+.3+b~(mod2p) (,ncaser=O). 
proof. [_.ct ,11 be a number system such that S( !W) = SW i. By the !;a? rheorem, 
the base of M is 2~. 
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Let x be a digit of M. Then there exist digits a,,, . . . , a, of N such that x = 
a,,+a, *2p+ - . + a,s. (2~)‘. Because 6n - 1 is clearly a digit of M, x + (6r1- I) - 2p + 
. .I , + (6n - 1) - (2~)” belongs to S(M). Hence there are digits ho,. . . . b, of N such 
that 
sofa,. 2p+” l .+a; (2p)“+(6n- 1) l 2p+,* l +(6n-1) 9 (2p)“= 
=hl,+bl *2p+* * ,+!I,* (2p)“. (6.6) 
By Lemm;; 6.2 it follows from (6.6) that s is also a digit of N. Hence all the digits 
of A4 are also digits of N. 
Clearly the digits 1, $5. . . . ,2n - 1,612 - 1 of N are also digits of M. Let ck be 
as in the proof of Lemma 6.,. 3 Because ck + 1 I 2p E S(N) there exist digits 
d, ,, cl, . . * . , d,, of M (and hence digits of N) such that c’,, + I . 2p = 
d,,+d, - 2d+* * - + cl,, - (2p)“. Considering this equation as a congruence module 211. 
we see that- ~1,) = ck or CA, = 2rz - 2k - 1. If d,, wrc 2n - 2k - 1, we would obtain 
2n-Zk+l+l-tl, ( mod 2~0, which is impossible. Hence, R,, = Q. This means that 
c-,, is a digit of M. 
Hence. Al = N. i13 
lemmas 6.1 and 6.3 imply our nest rt’sult. 
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possible. Hence, 
a,, = 3 and b(,= 10. (6.8) 
Eq. (6.7) implies a, + 4 s b, (mod 7). which is not possible. Eq. (6.8) implies 
aI +2 = b, (mod 7), w K h’ h is not possible either. Hence, s = 0 dnd x is a digit of K. 
This impk ;kt L = K. n 
7. Some open problems 
There remain many open problems. In conclusion, we discuss some of them shortly. 
We are unable to give an algorithm for computing the degree of a given RNS 
<et. Some special cases of this problem are rather easy, For example, if the set S(N) 
has arbitrarily long gaps, then the degree of S(N) can be effectively determined by 
the method of [2. Theorem 6.31. because we know the base of S(N). The general 
prtrblem, howevc‘r. remains c?pen. 
Ano::her, ?)ut related, problem is to determine the bases of a given RNS set. in 
fact. wc‘ do not even know whether or nui i:.; r-e exist RN5 sets with more than one 
base but Gth still finitely many of them. 
Our examples suggest at least the following problems. Do there exist inherenlly 
unambiguous RNS sets which are not uniquely represcntablt*‘? Do there exist 
examples of inherently ambiguous sets of finite degree which are not uniquely 
represrntabie? 
Other open problems concerning number systems are mentioned in [2]. 
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